


Product introduction
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Points / Advantages



MiLi Table Mate
Space-Sperated Table 

Wireless Charger

       Using the wireless charging 
technology of magnetic resonance, the 
wireless charger is applied to the table 
made of non-metallic material to provide 
charging for the mobile phone.

Oil-proof and 
waterproof

Security 
Authentication

Installation 
under table



TableMate
0.6mm

20-35mm

感应帖

发射器

A wireless charger that 
can be attached to a 
table for convenient 
usage

·Magnetic resonance technology is 
used to separate the sensor post from 
the transmitter.
0.6mm super thin sensor tape: Providing a 
more stable charge for your phone and a 
clean table space. 

·Supports 20-35mm desktop 
thickness between the transmitter 

and sensor post.
No modifications are required to be made to 
the original furniture as a result of the 
installation process.
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34

5 transmitter is installed under the 
table, 0.6mm ultra-thin sensor 
paste, not occupy the desktop 
space.

Save spaceCan installed on non-metallic 
tables, such as wood, glass, 
marble, ceramics, etc.

Widely used

no need to renovate the 
furniture.will keeo run wireless 
charging when table thickness is 
between 20 and 35 mm.

table thickness 20-35mm

no need to alter the furniture, just 
stick the transmitter under the table.

Easy installation

Supporting wireless charging of mobile phone, etc. 
simple and convenient

Convenient chargeAdvantages
Easy installation, low cost 
upgrade furniture, optimize 
store experience



Development Trend of 
Wireless Charging

02
Mobile penetration / market potential



Development Trend of Wireless Charging
① 2015 Year,Wireless charging has been widely used in consumer electronics. such as SONY, 

Google NEXUS and other high-end brand begin to bui ld in wireless charging                                
2019 Year,  There have been almost 155 kinds model support  wireless charging in the market.
（*data cut-off  by 2019/04/30）；

② According to market forecast,  the scale of wireless charging market wi l l  exceed 10 bi l l ion US 
dol lars in 2019 and close to 100 bi l l ion RMB in 2024.



Advantages
03
Optimizing Consumption Experience / Customization / Store 

line drainage



（1）Optimizing Consumption Experience

The convenient experience of wireless charging brings the optimization of 
consumption experience, and consumers go out to save the trouble of 
taking charging treasure.



（2）Customization

Sensor paste can make customization, customize the logo to be suitable for 
the scene style.



（3）Advertising space rental

Merchants can rent out the part of the logo customization as advertising space to relevant 
cooperative brands and charge advertising fees
For example, heineken, Pepsi, Coca Cola and Mercedes Benz can be customized for brand promotion



MiLi Tablemate  Space-Separated Table Wireless Charger

Case example
1.A brand which sale drinks, 
and buy this product which 
will print there logo or other 
advertising information on it, 
and they send it to the Bar 
or Restaurant as a gift when 
they order their brand's 
drinks, 
2.And for the boss must 
very pleasure to put it on the 
table, beacuse it will 
enhance their shop's 
experience level, 
3.the store such as the 
restrurant,  visitors flow rate 
is huge, which must make 
an effect for the sales of the 
brand, also the spread 
degrees.


